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Abstract. We analyse the legal requirements that digital signature
schemes have to fulfil to achieve the Statutory Trust granted by the
EU electronic signature laws (“legally equivalent to hand-written signatures”). Legally, we found that the possibility to detect subsequent
changes is important for the Statutory Trust. However, detectability was
neither adequately nor precisely enough defined in the technical and legal definitions of the term “Data Integrity”. The existing definition on
integrity lack a precise notion of which changes should not invalidate
a corresponding digital signature and also lack notions to distinguish
levels of detection. We give a new definition for Data Integrity including two notions: Authorized changes, these are changes which do not
compromise the data’s integrity; and their level of detection. Especially,
the technical term “Transparency” introduced as a security property for
sanitizable signature schemes has an opposite meaning in the legal context. Technically, cryptography can allow authorized changes and keep
them unrecognisably hidden. Legally, keeping them invisible removes the
Statutory Trust. This work shows how to gain the Statutory Trust for a
chameleon hash based sanitizable signature scheme.
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Introduction

Legislative bodies, like the European Union (EU), recognized that system complexity, technical failure, human mistake, accidents or attacks may all have negative consequences for the physical infrastructures that deliver important services
to citizens [13]. In the EU, the national regulatory authorities should therefore
ensure that the integrity and security of public communications networks are
maintained1 . As such, the topic of reliable and secure communication of information over electronic communications networks is increasingly discussed by law
and policy-makers. Laws and regulations, like the EU Signature Regulations [16]
of 1999, have been introduced to build a foundation for trusted electronic communication by defining how an electronic document can gain Statutory Trust.
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To earn this trust we expect information technology (IT) to comply with the
law and to behave as society would expect. Integrity is one of the classical security
goals in computer science (CS). Technically, digital signatures are used to link the
signatory to the signed document by ensuring technical properties such as: Data
Integrity. As a central term, Data Integrity shall be clearly defined. Nevertheless,
we found ambiguity within and between legal and technical definitions.
Legal codes and regulations are drafted to be technology neutral and to hold,
even in case of technological advances. Especially, IT law is in need of definitions
that are also technically sound and precise. Deviations in terms must not lead
to wrong technical decisions when lawyers demand for legal compliance with
respect to Data Integrity.
This paper is based on the research question we asked ourselves: Can Statutory Trust be given to a document signed with a Sanitizable Signature Scheme
(SanSig)? We first found that the integrity definitions, neither within computer
science nor within IT law, are well enough aligned to clearly answer or argue
about this. Hence, in this paper we present a new aligned definition of Data
Integrity. Being able to distinguish between several levels of detectability for
subsequent changes we can finally answer the question: A document signed with
a detectable sanitizable signature is given Statutory Trust, if and only if no
authorized subsequent changes are detected.
1.1

Introduction to Sanitizable Signatures Schemes (SanSig)

RSA-based signatures are well understood, both technically and legally. Using
SHA-256 for hashing and padded securely they build the technical basis for todays realization of advanced electronic signatures that induce Statutory Trust.
However, neither in general nor for other, more specialized, signatures schemes
the role of integrity for Statutory has been looked at. This paper first determines the general impact of integrity for Statutory Trust and focuses on SanSig
like [3, 24] as one example of a specialized signature scheme. There are many
more signature schemes that have not yet been analyzed with respect to their
Statutory Trust.
In a nutshell, a SanSig allows to retain a verifiable valid digital signature
on a document even if it has undergone changes. The changes are done by a
third party called the sanitizer, not the signer, nor the verifier. The sanitizer
and the position of changes that do not harm the validity are chosen by the
signer by choice of parameters or the scheme itself. One possible action of a
sanitizer is “redaction”. Redaction removes the original data and leaves a blinded
version of the data behind. An occurred sanitization can be kept unrecognisably
hidden from the verifier, thus for verifiers sanitization can stay invisible. Note,
sanitization does not involve the original signer.
Applications for SanSig can be found in the original works, i.e. [3][24]. We
want to restate just two examples: A personal data set is given to a chain of processors, they do forward, store and process the data subject’s data set in order to
carry out a process. To preserve the data subject’s privacy each processor only
hands over the parts of data that are necessary. A forward sanitizable signatures
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would allow to still verify the integrity of the remaining partial personal data.
Additionally, the signature key can be used as a form of indirect later authorization of the data subject at all sites that hold his personal data [20]. Another
example allows the privacy preserving release of signed documents [3] due to
transparency regulations. These documents would often contain confidential information, that is not covered by the otherwise reasonable release request. The
latter is one application of sanitizable signatures, also mentioned in nearly all
the schemes’ motivation.
1.2

Contribution

We focus on the property of Data Integrity and, whenever possible or needed,
further specialize to the application domain of digital, respectively electronic,
signatures. This focus is well aligned with the legislative bodies; the protection
goal of integrity got recognized by the law as being essential for trust in IT.
We first provide an adequate understanding of regulations and technical terms.
Then, we present the differences between the law’s definitions of integrity with
respect to IT systems and the computer security’s definitions.
Our analysis of laws and regulations lead us to two technical questions: (1)
What constitutes an allowed and thus authorized change after the digital signature has been applied? (2) To what degree can that change be detected or is it
unrecognisably hidden? Hence, we give a new harmonized definition of Data Integrity that differentiates along two axes: Authorized changes and detectability.
Finally, we show how Statutory Trust for SanSig can be achieved.

2

State of the Art

We are not aware of any other work discussing in detail the role of detection
with respect to Data Integrity and their consequences for the Statutory Trust
of digital signatures in the EU. This problem is different from the longstanding
problem of representation, such that the act of signing binds the signer to what
he actually sees when he carries out the act of signing. Dynamically changing
content has been discussed in [2] and also how to build trusted viewers in [28].
From the legal point of view, the work of Zanero [31] showed in 2005 that the
Italian Legal Digital Signature Framework’s had problems with faulty software
implementations, as well as legal, and methodological issues. Zanero’s work from
2005 predates the current EU legislation and has a broader scope, our work is
focussed on integrity and analyzes current EU legislation. The impact of the
detection level on Statutory Trust has not yet been discussed.
Several different SanSig exists [30], [3] or [24]. Ateniese et al. described
the property of “Transparency” in his work in [3] in 2005. Note, in CS something “transparent” is unrecognisably hidden or invisible. So technically the
Transparency allows a statement about the complete absence of detectability of
authorized changes in SanSig: Ateniese et al.’s definition of Transparency has
been partially formalized by Brzuska et al. in [6]. Recently, Pöhls et al. refine this
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definition further and show that the property of Transparency is independent
on the level of a complete sanitizable signed message in [27]. Transparency is
technically and legally an important concept. Its important to note that technical Transparency is different from the legal transparency. Hence, the quite
opposite definitions are discussed in detail in Sect. 4. The impact of the Property of Transparency of a SanSig for the Statutory Trust and has not yet been
discussed.

3

Discussion/Analysis of Existing Terms and Definitions

Technology is following legal obligations or legal codes follow technological advances. Hence, we first examine definitions by the European Union for the terms
“integrity” and “Data Integrity” in its laws and regulations in the Sections 3.1 to
3.3. We go from general legal definitions of integrity with respect to IT (Sect. 3.1),
over the term “Data Integrity” given in EU and the US HIPAA act (Sect. 3.2),
down to the area of Digital Signatures as a special case (Sect. 3.3). We quote the
according legal code passages in full, to provide the reader with useful insight
into the legal framework and its definitions. For a better legal understanding
we highlight the most important parts in bold-face. We will comment on each
legal definition from the CS and IT security perspective.
We analyse technical definitions of integrity from IT security: The term “integrity” in general (Sect. 3.4), with respect to digital signatures (Sect. 3.5), and
we state technical definitions Data Integrity in digital signatures
3.1

EU Regulation: Integrity in Information Technology

To establish a more general understanding of the EU legislation, we will first
look at EU wide legislation that can be used to define the term ”integrity” in
the general context of IT. Then we provide the reader with the legal definitions
of ”Data Integrity” given in EU regulation and in the HIPAA act of the United
States of America (US).
In the end of 2009 the European legal texts [13] made, for the first time, a
distinction between network-integrity and network-security2 :
The national regulatory authorities shall promote the interests of the citizens of the European Union by inter alia: a) ... f) ensuring that the integrity
and security of public communications networks are maintained. [13]
Article 13a of the same EU regulation2 further differentiates this:
(2) Member States shall ensure that undertakings providing public communications networks take all appropriate steps to guarantee the integrity
of their networks, and thus ensure the continuity.
2

Art. 4 lit. f and Chapter IIIa “Security and Integrity of Networks and Services”,
Articles 13a, 13b, and Recital 28 of Directive 2009/140/EC from Nov. 2009 [13]
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(3) Member States shall ensure that undertakings providing public communications networks or publicly available electronic communications services
notify the competent national regulatory authority of a breach of security
or loss of integrity that has had a significant impact on the operation of
networks or services. [13]
Comments EU legislators see “integrity” as means to ensure continuity
(13a(2)) and another time they list “loss of integrity” and “breach of security”
as distinct problems (13a(3)). Both usages of “integrity” are not in line with
the CS’s one. However, let us interprete “security” as “secrecy” or “confidentiality”, and take the technically better known term of “availability” instead of
“continuity”: Now, Article 13a(2,3) requires that Member States shall ensure
confidentiality, integrity and availability. These are the three classical IT security goals, often referred to as CIA. Also Article 13a(3) would read: “a breach
of secrecy or loss of integrity”. Note, the link between “integrity” and “continuity”, as given in Article 13a(2), is technically correct. Loss or unavailability of
data are also defined as integrity breaches in CS definitions.
The German constitutional court identified a new fundamental right in 2008:
The constitutional right in the confidentiality and integrity of information technology systems. [7]
This right protects the personal and private life of rights holders from the state
accessing any IT devices. In particular, it protects citizens against state access
to the IT system as a whole, rather than offering only protection against state
access to individual communications or certain stored data. The German constitutional court wanted to make sure that integrity is not harmed by the state
and that users of IT have legitimate expectations not being spied at by the state
(confidentiality protection).
To sum up, following the technically redefined Article 13, the EU also contrasts integrity and confidentiality as the German constitutional court did. Thus,
EU legislation has put “integrity” in line with other known IT security goals.
3.2

EU / US Regulation: Data Integrity

What constitutes “Data Integrity” also varies in legal texts, even though the EU
heard experts during the drafting process. According to the Regulation establishing the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA):
”Data Integrity” means the confirmation that data which has been sent,
received, or stored are complete and unchanged [14]3 .
Integrity is an essential part of ENISA’s “network and information security”:
3
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“network and information security” means the ability of a network or an
information system to resist, at a given level of confidence, accidental events
or unlawful or malicious actions that compromise the availability,
authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of stored or transmitted data
and the related services offered by or accessible via these networks and
systems [14]4 .
The US Health Insurance Portability And Accountability (HIPAA) act defines:
Integrity. Implement policies and procedures to protect electronic protected health information from improper alteration or destruction. [8]5
Comments ENISA’s definition misses that “integrity” is technically a status
and needs a trusted process of verification to gain confirmation of this status.
Thus, it mixes processes and states, which makes it technically complex if not
infeasible to follow. Our second critic of ENISA’s definition is its notion of completeness. Technically, “complete” means nothing has been removed or dropped,
CS calls this “availability”. For brevity, we do not discuss if Data Integrity
implicitly or explicitly implies availability, thus HIPAA’s “destruction” is not
discussed.
ENISA’s definition for Data Integrity, “complete and unchanged” [14]3 , is
very strict. It does not mention “improper alteration” [8], and it forbids any
form of subsequent change. On the other hand, the same ENISA regulation wants
integrity for network and information systems to resist “[...]unlawful or malicious
actions that comprise [...] integrity [...]” [14]4 . Hence, ENISA’s definition for
network and information security allows speculation if lawful or benign actions
exists that would not harm the integrity.
3.3

EU Regulation: Data Integrity in Electronic Signatures

From the broader legal scope of integrity and Data Integrity we will now turn
to the specific application domain of electronic or digital signatures. Foremost,
computer scientists are confused by the term “electronic”, and would prefer
the term “digital”. Indeed, the early German legislation from 1997, as well as
the Italian and the US legislation, who all predated the EU Signature Regulations [16] of 1999, were talking about “digital” signatures. We have found no
other reasons for the now widespread term of “electronic” in many places of
EU legislation than the explanation of Dumortier in [11]. Durmortier reasons
that the EU needed to introduce a EU wide legislation prohibiting each member
state from regulating the legal status of signatures differently, and wanted to be
“technology neutral”. As a consequence, we find legal terms like “electronic document” and “electronic signature” in many EU regulations instead of technical
terms “digital documents” and “digital signatures”. Member state legislation
4
5
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adopted these, thus in Germany the “electronic document” covers more than
only the digitized version of a paper document. So technically, digital signatures
can be used to create advanced electronic signatures. The European Directive
1999/93/EC on electronic signatures [16] has the clear intention to build trust
in technical systems. The Directive’s goal is given in Article 5 [16], where it
describes the legal effects it has for electronic signatures:
1. Member States shall ensure that advanced electronic signatures which are
based on a qualified certificate and which are created by a secure-signaturecreation device:
(a) satisfy the legal requirements of a signature in relation to data in electronic form in the same manner as a handwritten signature satisfies those
requirements in relation to paper-based data; and
(b) are admissible as evidence in legal proceedings. [16]
The legislative body produced very precise technical and organizational requirements which electronic signatures system have to meet to become trusted to the
above extend. Requirements for the signature creation devices are given in Annex
II and for a secure signature verification process in Annex IV of [16]. One goal
of the Directive is to allow signatory identification. So, a lot of clauses deal with
certification and linkage of persons or entities with the signature-creation-data
or the signature-verification-data.
However, the Directive lacks a clear definition of the term Data Integrity
and never defines it explicitly. Instead, Article 2 of [16] offers the definition of
the term “advanced electronic signature”, stating a requirement that resembles
known definitions of Data Integrity:
1. ”electronic signature” means data in electronic form which are attached
to or logically associated with other electronic data and which serve as a
method of authentication;
2. ”advanced electronic signature” means an electronic signature which
meets the following requirements:
(a) it is uniquely linked to the signatory;
(b) it is capable of identifying the signatory;
(c) it is created using means that the signatory can maintain under his sole
control; and
(d) it is linked to the data to which it relates in such a manner
that any subsequent change of the data is detectable; [16]
As cited above, Directive 1999/93/EC Article 2 (d) [16] clearly states that the
advanced signature allows to detect any change the signed data was subjected
to after it was signed. Further, in Annex III of [16] the recommendations for a
secure signature-creation device ensure that after signature creation, it cannot be
forged. And that the data to be signed by the device should not be manipulated
during the signing process. Annex III lists the following:
1. Secure signature-creation devices must, by appropriate technical and procedural means, ensure at the least that:
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(a) the signature-creation-data6 used for signature generation can practically occur only once, and that their secrecy is reasonably assured;
(b) the signature-creation-data used for signature generation cannot, with
reasonable assurance, be derived and the signature is protected against
forgery using currently available technology;
(c) the signature-creation-data used for signature generation can be reliably
protected by the legitimate signatory against the use of others.
2. Secure signature-creation devices must not alter the data to be
signed or prevent such data from being presented to the signatory prior
to the signature process. [16]
Comments The EU legislation on electronic signatures itself defines the protection goals of electronic signatures without using the term integrity. This is
positive, as we have seen the term integrity understood differently in different
EU regulations. Section (1b) of the requirements states that a signature cannot
be forged once created. Further the definition requires that the signature has to
offer protection against undetected “subsequent changes”. To sum up, the EU
legislation on electronic signatures simply postulates that changes of signed data
must be detectable. Technically, it does not state when an electronic signature is
invalid. However, legally: Statutory Trust is removed once a subsequent change,
authorized or not, has been detected by the digital signature verification process.
Further, the requirements define properties of the technical processes and
systems involved: Section 2 postulates that data to be signed is not subject to
changes within a secure signature-creation device. The technical process standardized in the XML Digital Signature Syntax and Processing standard [12] does
not adhere to this: The standard process involves that the data to be signed is
transformed into a canonical form, hence changed, which we discuss in Sect. 5.1.
3.4

Technical: Data Integrity

Finding the term “integrity” defined differently or different definitions having a
different scope is not a legal problem. We start with two definitions from sources
we consider classical for the terms of ”Data Integrity” in CS: Clark and Wilson,
and Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC).
In 1987 Clark and Wilson saw that in the commercial world data must be
manipulated. So, they introduced “well-formed transactions” [9] instead:
Data Integrity: No user of the system, even if authorized, may be permitted to modify data items in such a way that assets or accounting records of
the company are lost or damaged.
[...]
The concept of the well-formed transaction is that a user should not manipulate data arbitrarily, but only in constrained ways that preserve or ensure
the integrity of the data. [9]
6
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While Clark and Wilson modeled a system, where it would be possible to control
data manipulations such that the economic value of the data was not harmed,
the US Department Of Defense set out to define more technical properties that
must be present in a trusted computer system. The Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [23] from 1985, defines Data Integrity as follows:
Data Integrity – The state that exists when computerized data is the same
as that in the source documents and has not been exposed to accidental or
malicious alteration or destruction. [23]
Clark and Wilson see “modifications” that “damage the asset” as the security
threat, the TCSEC speaks of “malicious alteration”. However, they allow benign
or non-damaging modifications. Hence, both definitions allow authorized changes
that do not violate the integrity. Note, both definitions see complete loss or
destruction of data as a violation of integrity.
Turning to more recent literature we find that Stallings defines Data Integrity
with respect to a message stream or single message or parts thereof in two forms:
connection-oriented and connectionless integrity services [29].
[...] Thus, the connection-oriented integrity service addresses both
message stream modification and denial of service.
[...] a connectionless integrity service, one that deals with individual
messages only without regard to any larger context, generally provides protection against message modification only. [29]
Stallings mentions that integrity services are concerned “with detection rather
than prevention” [29].
Gollmann defines Data Integrity along with data origin authentication in [19]:
[...]Data Integrity: integrity check functions provide the means to detect
whether a document has been changed; data origin authentication: [...] provide the means to verify the source and integrity of a message. [19]
Hence, Gollmann includes Data Integrity in origin authentication, as “you cannot claim to have verified the source of a message that has been changed in
transit” [19]. However, Gollmann also makes clear that “a separate notion of
Data Integrity makes sense in other applications, e.g. file protection” [19].
Bishop definition given in [4] in 2002 allows to change data, which is integrity
protected, as long as the change is authorized. Hence, Bishop’s definition is in
line with Clark and Wilsons’s view on well formed transactions, when it defines:
[...]modification or alteration, an unauthorized change to information[...] [4]

Comments The technical definitions for Data Integrity either explicitly state
or forbid authorized changes. All are concerned with detecting changes.
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3.5

Cryptographic: Data Integrity in Digital Signatures

Cryptographic problems have been mathematically defined, including an attacker model, the security goals, and the attacks. The strongest security notion
is to withstand the most sophisticated attacker that only needs to mount an attack with the lowest severity. For digital signatures the strongest security notion
is: Existential forgery under an adaptive chosen message attacks (EF-CMA),
as defined by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest in 1988 in [18]. For an EF-CMA
an attacker has no algorithm to produce a valid signature over a new message
that allows him a notable gain over guessing, even after the attacker was able to
analyse valid signatures for messages of his choice.
Existential Forgery: Forge a signature for at least one message. The enemy has no control over the message whose signature he obtains, so it may
be random or nonsensical. [18]
Adaptive Chosen Message Attack: [...] the enemy is also allowed to
use A7 as an “oracle”; not only may he request from A signatures of messages which depend on As public key but he may also request signatures of
messages which depend additionally on previously obtained signatures. [18]
Comments A technically clear definition: Digital signatures detect forgeries of
the signed message done by an enemy. In an EF-CMA secure digital signature
scheme nobody other than the signer can produce a valid signature for a changed
message. Note, sanitizers produce “forgeries”, they are said to be semi-trusted.
Thus, this model cannot be directly applied to SanSig.
3.6

Sanitizable Signatures: Data Integrity Protection

As stated in the introduction, a sanitizable signature allows a third party to
remove or change, in other words modify, specific parts of an already signed
message and keep the signature valid. A document protected by the sanitizable signature is changed during such authorized sanitization. These authorized
changes no longer result in a failed signature verification, however integrity is
protected according to Agrawal et al.:
The verifier confirms the integrity of disclosed parts of the sanitized
document from the signature and sanitized document. [1]
Comments Only sanitizers that hold the secret can do changes which do not invalidate a signer’s signature. So in general, a SanSig codifies authorized changes
by giving cryptographic tokens to sanitizers. To judge the scope of integrity
protection requires knowledge of (1) the possibility of sanitization as well as
(2) knowledge about occurred sanitization. This focus on detection of integrity
violations was already found in Stallings in Sect. 3.4.
7

the user whose signature method is being attacked
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4

Transparency: Legally the opposite of Technical

We already stated that technical Transparency describes very much the opposite
of what transparency legally means. We will shortly provide you with the term’s
legal concept and then with the technical security property.
4.1

Legal Transparency

Transparency is an important legal principle. Transparency means openness of
procedures. Such openness enables citizens to participate more closely in the
decision-making process and guarantees that the system enjoys greater legitimacy and is more effective and more accountable to the citizen in a democratic
system. [ [25], para 54]. Therefore the Treaty on European Union highlights
transparency e.g. in Art. 1 Sec. 2 and Art. 11 Sec. 2 [17]. In data protection law
transparency accordingly denotes that the affected person must be informed,
which data is being collected about him, for which purpose, for how long and
which rights he can exercise. With respect to IT systems transparency is designed to make (IT-) procedures understandable and controllable. This implies
the free and easy access to readily available government information, the enactment of swift control and participation procedures, the creation of specialised
and independent bodies to control and check [21]. The balance between the right
to privacy with respect to the processing of personal data and the principle of
transparency when restricting the free flow of personal data was addressed in the
Regulation No. 45/2001 [15] and concretized by the European Court of Justice
in Case C-28/08 P of 29th June 2010 [25].
4.2

Technical Transparency of Sanitizable Signature Schemes

Amongst others the following security properties are present in meaningful
SanSig schemes: Unforgeability, Immutability, Privacy, Transparency, and Accountability [6]. Technically, the sanitizable signature still verifies if subsequent
changes are the result of authorized sanitizations. So an authorized subsequent
change will no longer be detected by signature verification. Thus, detection, if a
sanitization has taken place, becomes an important property, not known to classical signature schemes. Ateniese et al. described the absence of such a detection
as the property of “Transparency” in [3] in 2005:
Given a signed message with a valid signature, no party — except the censor
and the signer — should be able to correctly guess whether the message has
been sanitized. [3]
Transparency can be controlled on the document level. Pöhls et al. have given
technical solutions and hence adjusted the scope of the above definition in [27]:
Transparency makes a statement about a sanitized document as a whole. [27]
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Comments Generally, a transparent SanSig renders the occurred authorized
changes unrecognisably hidden for the verifier. This emphasizes the importance
of detection as already found in Stallings in Sect. 3.4.

5

Role of Integrity for Statutory Trust in Signatures

Legally, all EU definitions are stringent and they strictly forbid undetectable
subsequent changes of signed data. The EU signature regulation lacks an explicit definition of the term Data Integrity, still any subsequent change of signed
data must be detectable. More technically, ENISA’s definition also implies that
integrity protected data has to remain “unchanged” [14]. However, ENISA’s definition defines the security goals (amongst it integrity) with respect to “accidental
events or unlawful or malicious actions” [14]. Thus, ENISA leaves open whether
lawful or benign actions negatively affect the integrity status or not.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of analyzed integrity definitions and position of “Sanitizable
Signatures”. Vertically: Authorized or not?; Horizontally: Detected or not?

The technical definitions differ whether Data Integrity protection shall tolerate authorized or well-defined changes, or not. A graphical overview in Fig. 1
compares the definitions along two axes: Allowed Changes and Detected Changes.
5.1

1st Axis: Allowed Changes

Whether the application would like to tolerate subsequent changes to signed
and thus integrity protected data and which subsequent changes are detectable,
influences the choice of the technical digital signature method and process.
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Classical Signature Schemes For example, the signature process for RSA
first computes a digest of a padded bit-representation of the data using a cryptographically secure hash function (i.e. SHA-256). Second, it applies a asymmetric encryption algorithm (i.e. RSA) to compute the signature for this digest. As a result of the secure hash function, a change of one bit in the signed
bit-representation results in a different hash value and invalidates the signature. Thus, classical digital signatures protect the bit-representation against any
modification. Hence, all changes are unauthorized and detected.

Sanitizable Signatures A sanitizable signature allows certain parties to do
certain changes to the signed data without affecting the signature verification
result. We cannot give a full classification of existing research here, but SanSigs
allow the signer, among other properties, to specify:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

which parts of a signed document are mutable;
which changes are allowed (blinding, substitution of values, or arbitrary);
who is allowed to perform such changes;
if the potential for changes can be detected;
if an actual change can be detected.

However, there is always a form of control. This can legally be seen as some
form of delegation. Thus, Fig. 1 shows sanitizable signature schemes horizontally
covering all detection levels for allowed pre-defined authorized changes.

XML Signatures Another technical compliance problem can be found in XML
Signatures. The standardized XML-Signature process [12] applies, so called,
transformations as part of the signature process to generate a bit-representation
from the XML document. Nearly in all applications the same standardized
canonicalization (C14n) method [5] is performed on the XML document before
it is hashed, so prior to signing or verification. XML’s high degree of freedom
would even allow any transformation to take place during signature generation.
Brad Hill points out that XSLT [10], also allowed as a transform, is “Turingcomplete” [22]. Transforms need to be understood by both signer and verifier.
If not they can introduce errors by changing the input document in ways that
lead to unexpected loss of coverage of the digital signature’s scope of protection [26]. Hence, Annex III of [16] states that “Secure signature-creation devices
must not alter the data to be signed or prevent such data from being presented to the signatory prior to the signature process” [16]. We recommend
that XML input data must be canonicalized beforehand using exactly the same
C14n algorithm as the signing process, i.e. xml-exc-c14n#. Only then, the XML
signature generation process with its C14n transform is in line with the EU Directive, because the second C14n transformation during signing does not alter
the already C14n transformed input data.
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5.2

2nd Axis: Detection of Changes

Fig. 1 shows five different degrees of detection, for brevity we combined the
potentially authorized change detection and did not list the sixth: no detection.
Legally, ENISA’s Data Integrity definition does not really differ from the EU
legislation for advanced electronic signatures. While the latter generally covers
all subsequent changes (allowed or not) as long as they are detected, ENISA
generally forbids subsequent changes. Thus, following ENISA all changes are
not allowed and all occurred changes are detected as unauthorized. This is inline
with the technical definitions of Stallings and Gollmann. Technically different in
their detection are Clark and Wilson, TCSEC, and US HIPAA; they all allow
authorized changes to take place, but lack a clear definition if these allowed
changes can be performed undetected or must be detected.
Sanitizable Signatures Technically, sanitizable signatures can allow subsequent changes to signed data to go undetected, this is a clear contrast to the
legal definition of an advanced electronic signature. Pöhls et al. show in [27] combinations that make detection of an authorized change possible. For example,
while a signer could allow arbitrary changes to certain data even by everyone.
With sanitizable signatures we can allow a verifier to detect that the signer, and
only the signer, has removed change detection for this certain data.
In general, sanitizable signatures are not advanced electronic signatures following the strict definition of the EU Directive 1999/93/EC on electronic signatures [16]. The same holds when we judge its technical integrity protection
following TCSEC or US HIPAA. Only if the changes, even if authorized, remain
detectable a sanitizable signature could be considered as an advanced electronic
signature. This property of detectability is known as “transparency”. As stated
before and in [27], an occurred sanitization can be detected on the message level
if the scheme does not have the property of “transparency” on the message level.
Previous definitions have missed this [3, 6].

6

New Definition: Data Integrity

Due to the role integrity plays for the definition of Statutory Trust and the
lack of precise terminology to capture existing definitions we introduce levels for
”detected changes” and levels for ”allowed changes”. We then define integrity
protection as set of tuples. Each tuple contains a level of allowed change and its
level of detection. We differentiate three mutually exclusive levels that describe
the allowed changes to protected data:
– No Changes Allowed (NCA): A subsequent change to protected data
results in a negative integrity status.
– Authorized Changes Allowed (ACA): The integrity status remains unchanged if the applied change to protected data was authorized.
– Unauthorized Changes Allowed (UCA): The integrity status remains
unchanged regardless of the change.
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NCA covers the typical hash and sign paradigm of a digital signature with a cryptographic hash function. For ACA we first have to define what is ”authorized”.
This can be achieved either by coding it into the signature creation and verification process itself or by introducing an extra policy verification step outside
signature verification. We consider sanitizable signature schemes as a promising
way to include the policy into the signature creation and verification process.
While transformations within XML Digital Signature would allow to externally
encode such policies, the high flexibility of transforms introduces new security
problems due to complexity. For brevity we will not further discuss the technical
issues of implementing policies for authorized changes here. ACA, as strange as
it might sound, can be used to authorize any change by anyone. Hence, ACA
allows to describe the delegation of a signed form with empty fields, i.e. a blank
cheque. Entry of signed data is delegated to the delegatee, while the delegator
still signed the data. For the sake of completeness, UCA covers if no form of
authorization is needed.
As integrity protection is about the detection of changes, we offer six degrees
of detection. We differentiate between the detection of occurred and materialized
allowed changes or future potential changes to protected data.
– no detection of occurred changes (ND): Any occurred change to protected data is unrecognisably hidden to a verifier.
– one or more occurred changes detected (1CD): The verifier detects
that at least one change to protected data has occurred. The exact number
of occurred changes or where they happend remain invisible to the verifier.
– all occurred changes detected in detail (CD): All occurred changes to
protected data are detectable by a verifier offering a certain grade of detail
(i.e. regarding their locations or types of changes).
– no detection of potential future changes (NFD): The verifier cannot
detect the potential of future change to protected data.
– one or more potential future changes detected (1FD): The verifier
detects that at least one potential change to protected data could happen
in the future. The exact number of potential changes or where they might
happen remain invisible to a verifier.
– all potential future changes detected in detail (FD): All potential
changes that could happen to the protected data in the future are detectable
by a verifier offering a certain grade of detail (i.e. regarding their locations
or types of changes).
Hence, the classical digital signature with a cryptographic hash offers NCA1CD integrity protection, because any change is detected and results in a
failed verification outcome. Ateniese et al. originally further defined the property of “strong transparency”: “the verifier [...] does not know which parts
of a signed message could potentially be sanitizable” [3]. A sanitizable signature scheme that has strong transparency offers ACA-ND/ACA-NFD/UCA1CD integrity, as authorized changes by sanitizers are not detected, not even
their potential. Pöhls et al.’s refine an independent transparency property on
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the message’s scope; their extended construction allows ACA-1CD/ACANFD/UCA-1CD integrity protection: Detect that at least one authorized
change has occurred, detect unauthorized changes, hide what changed, and hide
potential for further changes [27]. Detection of just the potential for change was
defined by Ateniese et al. as “weak transparency” [3] and formalized by Brzuska
et al. [6]. Following our new definition a scheme with weak transparency results
in protection of ACA-FD/UCA-1CD integrity, as authorized changes by
authorized sanitizers go undetected, just their potential is detected.

7

Conclusion: Detectable Sanitizable Signature (ACA-1CD)

Laws and regulations certainly more and more influence the technical decisions
made, as IT systems have to comply with rules and regulations. More than ten
years after the EU Directive on electronic signatures, we have analysed the role
of Data Integrity for the Statutory Trust. However, detection of changes plays
a central role when deciding the Statutory Trust given to electronic signatures.
The term Integrity has recently been explicitly defined in EU legislation when
grounding the ENISA. ENISA’s strict definition of “complete and unchanged”
is very strict and no changes are allowed (=NCA). The detectability of changes
is also the main concern in legal as well as in all technical integrity protection
definitions: EU’s Electronic Signature Legislation requires “that any subsequent
change of the data is detectable” [16]. Compliance, requires NCA-1CD integrity
protection (=no changes are allowed and one or more occurred changes are detected). This general legal rule excludes business cases for sanitizable signatures.
In 1987 Clark and Wilson already allowed commercial data to be manipulated
by authorized “well-formed transactions” without destroying its integrity [9]. If
authorized changes are allowed (=ACA) and Statutory Trust can be gained the
applicability of signatures can be extended to more use cases. We postulate
technically allowing authorized subsequent changes to signed data which not
automatically removes Statutory Trust. Sanitizable signatures schemes (SanSig)
in general are not advanced electronic signatures following the strict definition
of the EU Directive 1999/93/EC on electronic signatures [16]. For example, a
transparent SanSig opposes the EU Directive’s requirement to detected “any
subsequent change” [16]. A transparent SanSig, or even any digital signature
scheme which unrecognisably hides occurred authorized changes (ACA-ND), will
not gain Statutory Trust. This conclusion is harsh, but must be seen in the light
that Directive 1999/93/EC was drafted more than ten years ago, when technical
solutions like sanitizable signatures were not well established.
Following our definition, Statutory Trust would require 1CD or CD detection.
If we remove a SanSig’s Transparency an authorized change becomes detectable,
hence legally transparent, and Statutory Trust in the unchanged sanitizable
signed document is granted. So in order to gain Statutory Trust and be usable
in e-commerce scenarios sanitizable signature schemes must be enhanced with
a detection of occurred authorized changes (ACA-1CD). These enhancements
could build a seal or ”break glass”-like which is needed to achieve Statutory
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Trust for sanitizable signatures. As future work we plan to give concrete technical
constructions that do not harm the other useful properties of SanSigs.
During our comparison between legal requirements we found that the EU
demands that “Secure signature-creation devices must not alter the data to be
signed or prevent such data from being presented to the signatory prior to the
signature process”. To comply an XML signature creation device must either
not carry out transformations or can be used only on already transformed input
data. Strictly, only then the XML signature can be given Statutory Trust.
It still remains unclear if the legal exclusion of sanitizable signatures was
indeed intended by legislative bodies. Sanitizable signatures could solve legal
compliance issues technically. Our work showed the differences. We hope to start
a discussion in both fields, legislation and IT, to see more precise and aligned
technical definitions, like our definition of Data Integrity, in the future.
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